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O R I E N T A T I O N:
LANDSCAPE
Four printed works are linearly arranged on the wall and a
sound composition of two technical voices is emitted in the
space through a loudspeaker placed opposite on the floor,
filling up the cubic void of the nearly empty Gallery 1 of the
Touchstones, the Art Gallery and Museum of Rochdale.
Here one is encountered with a certain reductive process of
the display on the walls of Cartesian accuracy at the
refurbished Victorian Hall. Using the proportions and visual
language of traditional picture making, be it Landscape or
Portrait, the works on the wall frame a product of indisputable
artistic qualities (flat rectangular surfaces, determined limits,
flat placement on the wall, colour planes, gestural events) for
contemplation. Yet are these similarities which inevitably
evoke the practice of drawing or painting and likewise point
out the immediate absence of the human factor. More
accurately, they stand as a blurry product of human action or a
by-product resulting from programmed cultural procedures.
The images (three out of the four in display), demonstrate a
multiple colour layering, a process made by using the
Microsoft Office Word programme followed by sequential
multiple printing applications over the same paper sheet.
One would wonder about the necessity to construct an object
of aesthetic qualities with the equipment of an office. A
possible counter question could suffice to place this group
back into a relevant context: Are there still places and
practices in contemporary life at which art cannot enter?
The answer seems not so obvious or not as easy to agree
upon, yet, it finds with a conceptual allay from the late
American 50’s found in the aspiration of Allan Kaprow: ‘Art as
Life’. The displacement of the art work from exclusively artistic
environments and its engagement with new spaces such as
stores, lofts, yards, scrap yards, streets, laundries, fields,
manifested the sheer intention to organically connect the
artwork to its surrounding space and furthermore, to the
environments of life, opened the existing potentials and
fluidity between art and life.
Evangelia Spiliopoulou, ‘Orientation: Landscape’, 2017, installation view, Touchstones- Rochdale
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Abstract Expressionism and the emphasis to the hand gestures. In fact, Micro-Landscapes refer to the type of body which is
not gloriously entitled to cultural privileges, overwhelmed by uniformity and routine, and the landscape between the eye
retina and the computer screen.
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The gesture brings in the foreground the technical and psychological apparatuses of work environments which appear to
enable aesthetic deviations involving their operators to willing or unwilling creative ‘trips’, treating these operations as
every day happenings. ‘Willingness’ describes states of psychological awareness and puts forward the question of
production and reproduction of one’s own mental ability to enact or abide to roles largely dictated by the designed modes
of automated media. What if the re-occurring, ritual-like administrative operations similarly dictate the artistic
performances of today and the dominant material which constitutes culture is not acquired exclusively in an artist’s studio
but in an office?

Remaining in the geographical constituency
of the US: Microsoft Office is a current
cultural product massively exported from
USA. The MS Word software does not only
enable the easy and sufficient completion of
administrative work, archiving and various
logistic shorting of office routine tasks.
Since its first advertising video spots to the
current keyboard based commands, so the
firm as the product-programme have
strategically used artistic terms, promoting
the offered services in the apparel of a
(nearly) leisure fetish. Effectively, the one
who obtains the product is more than a user
-a common attribute often used in the pc
vocabulary- but s/he is the receiver of a life
changing product; a mixed parcel of
progressed leisure commodities and labourdissolvent at once.
Focusing primarily on the event which
generates an abstract representation, the
Micro-Landscapes, are rooted in the
intelligible backstage information, cultural
and societal facts which produced them,
and at the perceptible, sensational optical
triggers generated by the colourful surface
of things. They point at the aesthetics of the
grid: repeating narratives of work
environments and administrative culture, nameless operators, service providers and facilitators of all sorts who keep a
complex administrative mechanism up and running alongside its sophisticated promotional aesthetic strategies. In fact the
prints could have been produced entirely in the environment of an office, using the devices connected to a desktop
computer; scanner, printer etc. The creative participation in the formation of the work is pointing back to the labour and
facility spaces, (like the yards and laundries of the 60’s happenings), yet this time the object of art is a suggestive object, a
sample of some sort introduced by the artist-maker without revoking any distinctive mastery related to his/her body.
Floating over the notion of performance, within and outside the artistic waters, the happenings initially aspired to involve
the visitors with actions, sounds, smells, written and spoken texts and transform the mere viewers to determinant agents
of the work blurring the boundaries between them and the artist. The performance was seen as an open painting and an
expanse of the canvas’ limits and polarity. The mastery of this unexpected nevertheless 0verly familiar material of the
Micro-Landscape prints is ‘user-friendly’ and besides lying on the hands of every potential operator to make one, they
suggest that they can be made in any working space or office, pointing out not at the ‘were’ or the ‘ how’ specifications
(which anyway were often given in form of manual instructions), but the ‘who’ of the happening, suggesting , focusing
anew not at the individual body but to the corpo-real one: the nameless army of bodies operating the MS Word worldwide.
In their way the Micro-Landscapes constitute a double reference to the significance of the artist’s body in modern art; from
the Happenings as transformative of the physical and mental participation of the previously marked as ‘viewer’, to the

70 years after the end of World War II, it is now commonly known the US governmental action to utilized Abstract
Expressionism in order to rebrand a collective creative and intuitive tendency among artists of the time, breeding a cultural
product of National character. Outside the political significance and effects of this action, the scheme actively introduced
and promoted in the collective consciousness an artistic engagement, largely overlooked until that moment by the
broader public. Among others, Jackson Pollock’s action painting, now strictly related to abstract expressionism, became a
flag of free expression in the land of
freedom and endless experimentation.
The collaboration between institutional
structures coloured and formed the
collective
perception,
masked
as
guarding and promoting personal
freedom,
personalisation
and
individuality using the very poetic
narratives of the artistic personas and
practices. Visual components of art
became a vehicle, a comprehensive tool
which mediated the state politics and the
viewer, oddly enough similar to the case
of Socialist Realism, the official artistic
genre approved by the Communist rival
in former USSR.
Focusing on types of institutions
(including the institution of work),
corporate acts and its often nonevidenced actions usually evidenced
through their effects, Micro-Landscapes
constitute a hybrid creation which
assimilates to painting or drawing; yet
they are pure representatives of neither.
They evoke physical action yet they do
not comprise it totally; remind of natural
landscapes yet they do not represent
ones; they proclaim uniqueness yet not
authorship.
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FROM PLATO’S CAVE TO THAILAND (VIA ARCADIA)
With the sound work, Arcadia - we hear in the form of script, the Wikipedia entry on 'Arcadia' broadcasted by two synthetic
voices. Arcadia is presented here as a landscape of multiple conceptual connotations. It is an actual municipality in central
Peloponnese/Greece of civil establishments, a touristic destination, an idealised theme of poetry and painting, a Wikipedia
lemma with an online address; is both an actual, geographical area an imaginary space of idealized attributes. Arcadia is a place
where you can reach at by pursuing different types of traveling including the virtual.
In the sound piece one can detect the same creative practice applied at the printed material: the utilisation of electronic
programmes of common use reached out through and stored in the computer device transformed into an aesthetic object
with reference to human culture and geography. One is still encountered with the crafted, lightly edited text, displaced from its
silent online Wikipedia post, republished through the public-contribution-platform Soundcloud, disseminated through a
loudspeaker yet still in absence of craftsmanship and physicality in its final presentation.
The sound piece ‘Arcadia’ comes to enhance the sense of disembodiment encountered at the wall-placed artefacts.
Indistinguishable authors and invisible narrators give form to a mix of cultural elements of historical, geographic, linguistic,
sociological references.
These multiple references direct collective awareness towards topologies occasionally enabled by voyeurism and forms of
colonisation; idealised imaginary ones, through poetry and painting; virtual ones, through internetic manipulated and
occasionally alienated references (Wikipedia entry consists part of). Each of them reflects the perpetuating pattern of human
inquiring of a paradise: not just a space outside the norm but also one of idealised characteristics and supremacy, periodically
produced by human culture.
The proposed paintings displayed on the walls of the museum appropriate the means of the written and printed dissemination
while the sound composition for two voices, ‘Arcadia’, rounds up an imaginary argument. The two voices revoke the service
providing industries, a network to substitute human presence in favour to human amenities. The disembodied voices do not
just suggest a digital audio mix but also a mix of disembodied physical and intellectual labour. We often encounter them in our
everyday exchange with automatic voice services; occasionally we enter into superficial dialogues with them providing
information and receiving services in return.

To listen to the sound composition for two voices here
Evangelia Spiliopoulou, Micro-Landscapes, 2017, multiply printed A4 document, enhanced, acid free aquarelle paper, frame,
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The fourth print of the wall display, ID (2017), takes form through a process complementary to the other three wall
displays. The acting human body is similarly evoked through its absence: the surface of the paper is marked by fingerprints
of a greyish powder forming a grid of individual marks in an act of automated performance. While the hand gestures of the
Micro-Landscapes extract material from the colour planes indicative of physical expansion and individual expression, at the
ID the body is symbolically affirmed through a series of sequential finger tips; a consistent lineage of identical gestural
events.
Looking through the human history hands have been the very first
part of the body used as stencil or template to imprint on the cave
walls later on discovered in Europe, Indonesia and South America;
whether this being a ritualistic gesture or a gesture of selfexploration, it remarkably assembles to contemporary gestures of
identity proof in technical and civil operations. Exclusively referential
to the activities of the human kind, ID brings forward a further
existential stance: it refers to modern psychology and the definition
of the instinctual state of the human being, proposing an inclusive
contemplation of visible and invisible behavioural parameters of the
human being. Finger tips similar to those on identity documents,
those left on a keyboard, on a touch-pad, on finger recognition
scans, find their identical in the pre-historic gesture of selfidentification inscribed on cave walls during an era in which humans
displayed sheer instinctual behaviour.
PHENO-MONOLOGY
The process of identification appears as a fundamental human action at the Analogy/Allegory of the Cave (Plato, The
Republic, 380 bce) and takes also place in a cave while a group of humans who has not ever lived outside the cave occupy
themselves with giving names to appearing visual phenomena
(shadows of objects on the wall). Naming is their way to render the
world intelligible to them.
The Greek word phenomenon stands for "that which appears" and
holds its own concept separate to that which is not visible yet
existent. In the dialogue between Glaucon and Socrates the later
attempts to dissolve the primary reliance on what is visually
perceived, that which is sensory experienced during one’s lifetime
and the deeper understanding of Nature which are revealed through
the acquiring of knowledge. The very act of knowledge acquisition is
a quality that does not belong to (our) nature. Nevertheless, it is
that very acquiring and involvement with the unknown and not seen
at first, which deepen the perception of the surrounding cultural and
natural world.
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Demeter is a sculptural piece which draws inspiration equally from myth and modernity. While the institution of work has
been central to my practice, the observation of repetitive patterns and character re-enactments or (job) roles dictated by
the condition of work, appear to resemble sacral rituals of the dawn of humanity with repetition being central.
The dynamics of re-occurrence find form in this sculptural composition with a name referral to earth, materiality,
reproduction, and myth, towards commodification and even fetischization of earth, gestural automation and the
exploration between archetypes and stereotypes.
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